
OXFAM-ILY  ORIENTATION and WATERFALL WOES 

This last week was reasonably eventful for me (Dave), in that I went out for 
two days with some of the local Oxfam team to visit four villages where they 
are running a WASH programme (Water and Sanitation Hygiene)  similar to 
the one I was involved in over in Kimbe late last year. This, for those of you 
who might have forgotten or never known, involves training in sanitation and 
hygiene and assisting the villagers to construct toilets and obtain handy, 
reliable safe water. With things continuing quiet at the Council I had 
approached Oxfam to see if I could help. It so happens that the team leader in 
Arawa is leaving in September and they 
appear keen for me to help them out until 
Christmas. This branch of Oxfam is 
supported by Oxfam NZ in particular, with the 
WASH programme being funded by the 
European Community. 

Two of the villages, Kurai and Kamabama, 
were south east down the coast a few 
kilometres inland on either side of the old 
Aropa Airport where large jet passenger 
aircraft used to land. To get to Kurai we had 
to pass the remains of a plantation house, 
apparently owned by a New Zealander, Mr MacKay, up to the time of the 
crisis and abandoned during it. I wonder if he ever returned to see the place 
and how he would have felt about its present state??! The locals have re-
claimed their land and are harvesting the coconuts and cocoa plantations. 

We spent the best part of a day getting to these two villages and back to 
Arawa again – coastal roads were sealed pre-crisis and were in reasonable 
condition if pot-holy in places, but heading 
inland involved travel along roads that were 
little better than goat tracks. I was pleased 
the weather was dry or parts would have 
been VERY challenging! I certainly 
appreciated the capabilities of the 
Landcruisers in getting us in and out again. 

Kurai was in the early stages of their project 
with not much to show, and Kamabama had 
a couple of pit toilets, tap-stands, and the 
reservoirs, sediment basin and water intake 
structure largely completed. Kamabama also 
has very loose sandy soil under the village, 
which poses additional challenges when 
digging pit toilets.   

As is usual with most places in Bougainville 
the vegetation is lush and green- if you 
leave it long enough vegetation literally 
grows on concrete! 

The following day we went to Sivuna, which 
is the village next to our favourite swimming 
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hole. It is about an hour up the valley from Arawa along a rutted stony track, 
and the project has been underway for a 
while.  There do seem to be issues about 
finishing off all the components properly, so 
there will be things to sort out.  

We then went back through Arawa and on to 
Donsiro- down the road towards Buka for 10 
minutes and then inland for a short distance 
along another “goat” track to a pretty parking 
place next to a stream, with a track 
disappearing into the forest up this 
mountainside on the opposite bank. I 
chomped a couple of chicken flavoured 
crackers and shortbread biscuits (both PNG 
standards) for lunch, downed a kulau (green 
coconut milk) to charge up my electrolyte, slung my trusty camera over my 
shoulder, grabbed my bottle of water and headed off along the track up the 
mountain with my Oxfam team. After an 
hour and a half’s climb at about 
45degrees through lush forest 
interspersed with plantations of coconut 
and cocoa, as well as smaller gardens 
of root crops, we crested the ridge and 
entered the village of Donsiro perched 
on top, with the land sloping steeply 
away on both sides. As the weather was 
hot and humid, by then my shirt was as 
wet as if I’d been through a rainstorm – 
but my knees weren’t going weak so I 
must be getting acclimatised! (I think the 
kulau drunk just before I started helped 
too.) Villagers had been carrying up 
materials from the carpark for their project - including about 20 bags of 
cement! I have to admire their strength and stamina – I couldn’t have lugged a 
cement bag up that slope for that length 
of time. I inspected the water source for 
their reticulated supply –at this time of 
the year with a dry patch of weather it 
wasn’t particularly impressive –but I 
suppose with the village situated on a 
steep ridge they are lucky to have any 
spring uphill from the village, and with 
the flow going 24hrs a day into their 
water tanks there should be enough for 
their daily requirements. 

We then returned along a different route 
–this time along and down the ridge 
towards the coast, with spectacular views to the left and right through gaps in 
the vegetation.(See next page) Again there were gardens and plantations all 
along the steep slopes on each side.  
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The walk downhill of course went somewhat quicker than the climb up and we 
arrived at a lay-by area off the Arawa/Buka road where we were met by the 
Oxfam truck and driver for the journey back to Arawa. My two companions 
(two young ladies, one local and one from the mainland) completed the walk 
in Jandals/Thongs/Flipflops without complaint or incident, which surprised me.  

Waterfall Woes 

Other than that, we had decided to try to walk to what appeared to be a 
reasonable sized waterfall behind the old Arawa industrial area. We 
discovered that the principal of the school where Rosie has been helping lived 
in the area, and he kindly arranged for a couple of youngsters to guide us, 
and had gained permission from the landowner to get to the falls. We had 
arranged to be at the start of the walk at 9am on Saturday morning – at about 
7.30 there was a knock on the door – it was the very embarrassed principal 
who had walked several kilometres with the news that the landowner had 
suddenly decided that he was going to charge us K500 (about $NZ 250) to go 
across his land to the waterfall! Needless to say he never got a penny, but 
neither did we go to the falls! Pity – if he had said K20 we would have 
probably paid, but K500 was totally ridiculous. (We paid a lot less for access 
to the Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe a couple of years earlier and the spectacle 
was a million times better that this little trickle!)  

Unfortunately this in indicative of an attitude of 
several local people, and which is likely to get in 
the way of the development of tourism or 
business development in Bougainville. It seems 
closely related to that attitude which considers a 
contract to be a means of gaining what you want, 
but something that can be abandoned when it 
suits, often to get some short-term advantage 
(like acquiring the truck or more cash). 
Unfortunately the significance of the lost 
opportunities that would have come with making 
reasonable charges, providing a value for money 
service and honouring contracts seems to elude these particular individuals!  

 I wonder what caused or encourages this attitude?   It would be fascinating to 
find out! 
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